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Appendix I: Morphological Constructions 

Gemination of C2 of some roots, sometimes in combination with 
reduplication of C 1 ~ l ( ~ ~ ) ,  occurs in certain forms derived from these 
roots. Examples of this process are: 

gin~inxtb&(frorn ginfibat) in text 1 ,  sentences 2  and 17 
addayiiwan (from adayCI) in text 1 ,  sentence 12 
itagtagpBadna.(from ta~dad) in text 2, sentence 1  - 
iiddBwon (from idid in text 4 ,  sentence 1  
dada1'oL (from d m  in text 10 ,  sentence 11 

Another morphological construction involving the process of 
reduplication of C l v l  is that represented by man- + C l V l  + root. This 
construction has the general meaning of 'process' or-'procedure' . It is to 
be noted that stress occurs on the reduplicated syllable. Examples of this 
construction are: 

nan='6=o~ya=n_in text 1 .  sentence 29 -- 
man=dd=dalno'=mi in text 6, title - - 
nan=tB=t~" - in text 11.  title 
nal=16=long.'~=n_a_in - -- text 11, sentence 5 
man=dB=-w=da-in text 11 ,  sentence 18 --- - 

The preceding construction (man- + C l v l  + root) contrasts with three 
others that have the same reduplication but without stress on the 
reduplicated syllable. The first of these constructions has the general 
meaning of 'practitioner. one who customarily performs what the root 
signifies'. Examples are: 

mal=li=lipon. in text 5 ,  sentence 6 
man='a=dgas in text 20 ,  sentence 3  

The second of these constructions signifies continuous or repeated 
action or action by plural actors. Examples are: 

mam=&b&gnin text 3, sentence 2 - -. . .. .. 
man=tu=tiAn.Aud- in text 4, sentence 2 
ma=su=cfiyop (with ma- prefix instead of man-)  

in text 9 ,  sentence 11 

The third of these constructions is adjectival and refers to plural 
nouns. Examples are: 

m a n = ' a s u  in text 3, sentence 2  .- 
mam=~=~6da=da_in text 13 ,  sentence 1 




